“Dealing with European Issues”
France, Germany, Italy and Poland. Four countries – four visions of Europe
“Dealing with European Issues” is a project within the Bosch Alumni Network that brings together 20
journalists from France, Italy, Poland and Germany before and after the elections to the European
Parliament, to investigate different perceptions towards the European Union and the underlying
reasons for them in four key countries.
We have all observed the rise of new political movements, mostly with an anti-European discourse.
At the same time, the French example shows that it is possible to win elections with a pro-European
programme. The participants of the study trip will try to determine whether there are some common
tendencies in the four countries’ democratic systems (rejection of the elites, wish for direct
democracy, and rising of new populist movements…) and they will see if there are lessons to be
learned for the future.
There will be two study trips, one taking us to Italy and France in November 2018 (arrival November
4th, departure November 9th) and the other to Germany and Poland in June 2019. The participants
will meet with representatives of the main political parties, from civil society initiatives and with
experts. In addition, there will be time for discussions with the other participants. The second trip
will begin in Berlin and will subsequently overlap with the German-Polish Media Days
(www.medientage.org), in which the participants are encouraged to participate actively.
The main objective of these study trips is to give the participants a clearer view of the different
sensibilities and opinions about Europe in four key countries.
The study trips will be prepared by the Deutsch-Französisches Institut (Franco-German Institute, dfi)
and the Foundation for German-Polish Cooperation (Stiftung für Deutsch-polnische Zusammenarbeit
SdpZ) in cooperation with the International Alumni Center Berlin (iac). The Robert Bosch Stiftung
funds the project.
Applications:
If you work as a journalist in Germany, Poland, France or Italy, you may apply by sending a CV and a
short letter of motivation to application@dfi.de.
Please include the following aspects in your motivation letter:




What does Europe mean to you?
Which media (newspapers, publishing houses, including internet publications) have you been
working for?
Please include a PDF of one of your articles focussing on Europe that you are most proud of
(If it is not in English, please provide us with a short summary in English).

Deadline for application is June 4th. dfi, SdpZ and iac will choose the participants jointly.

Additional information:
The common language used during the trips will be English. There will be interpreters during the
meetings if needed. Costs for accommodation, meals and programme will be covered. Travel
expenses of up to 200 € per trip will be reimbursed.
After the trips, participants will be expected to share their insights with the wider Bosch Alumni
Network and beyond.

The Deutsch-Französisches Institut Ludwigsburg (dfi) is an independent
non-profit organisation devoted to research on and documentation of
contemporary France and the advancement of Franco-German relations
within the European context. Together with the Robert Bosch Stiftung and
other institutions, the dfi has been organizing study trips for journalists for
more than 50 years in different European countries.
(https://www.dfi.de/en/start.shtml).

The main goal of the Foundation is the support of valuable Polish-German
cooperation. The Foundation supports partnerships between Polish and
German institutions, educational projects that support the knowledge
about the Polish and German languages, scientific cooperation, and
artistic and literary projects (http://sdpz.org/ / http://fwpn.org.pl/).
The International Alumni Center (iac) is a think and do tank for alumni
communities with social impact, based in Berlin. It was founded by the
Robert Bosch Stiftung in 2017 and coordinates the Bosch Alumni Network
(http://www.iac-berlin.org/).

The project is funded by the Robert Bosch Stiftung (http://www.boschstiftung.de/en).

